North West Player Notes

Player:

Date:

Role In Squad:
Out of 10; (1 = Needs Work – 10 = Exceptional)

Player Characteristics

Has an established physical
profile, consistently achieving
and maintaining Benchmark
Standards”

Understands their game and
themselves. Consistently
bounces back from
disappointment.

Consistently sets and reviews
challenging goals to provide
direction and focus to training
and competition

Consistently able to handle
the expectation of
performing under pressure

Notes: (If any)

Consistently demonstrates honesty and
where appropriate challenges
themselves, coaches and other players.

Consistently demonstrates
enjoyment in the success of
others in the team

Can put success and failure
into perspective with the
ability to learn from both.

Consistently operates at the edge of
their capabilities, and demonstrates
this under pressure

Batting Characteristics

Is well balanced throughout

Is able to score around the
ground against pace

Is able to score around the
ground against spin

Identifies length and
executes the appropriate
shots on the front foot

Notes: (If any)

Has an effective set up that seems to suit
them

Has an effective method
against Spin

Has an effective method
against Pace

Identifies length and executes the
appropriate shots on the back foot

Bowling Characteristics

Is well smooth, rhythmical &
balanced throughout

Spinners: can generate lots of spin
Seam: Has ability to move ball
(air/pitch)

Bowls with a safe repeatable action
consistently

Can bowl consistently
without losing pace/accuracy

Pace: can generate lots of pace

Has the ability to bowl
variations & can apply them in
matches

Is able to analyse the strengths and
weaknesses of a batter, form a bowling
plan and apply it in a variety of
situations

Notes: (If any)

Independently decide to
attack or defend, relative to
the match or scenario.

Understands the benefits of bowling
over and around the wicket, to left
and right handers

Fielding Characteristics

Can anticipate well & is quick to
react and make the correct
decisions in the field

Is an excellent all-round fielder
and is dominant in one of the
following positions: Behind the
Wicket, Inner Ring (25m), Outfield.

Understands and embraces
critical moment dismissals and
affects these consistently

Can throw safely, accurately and
powerfully from the boundary

Notes: (If any)

Has an efficient and safe close
catching technique

Has an efficient and safe
inner fielding ring catching
technique (skim, reaction,
etc)

Has an efficient and safe
high & boundary catching
technique

Can throw safely, accurately and
quickly inside the fielding ring

Wicketkeeping Characteristics

Can anticipate well & is quick to
react and make the correct
decisions in the field (including
throwing for run outs)

Consistently leads the fielding
unit by setting the tone, exuding
the appropriate energy levels and
showing control

Understands and embraces
critical moment dismissals and
affects these consistently

Has appropriate and effective foot
movement while standing back
including diving safely

Notes: (If any)

Has an appropriate and effective
posture while keeping

Can catch cleanly and
consistently when standing
up to the stumps

Can catch cleanly and
consistently when standing
back

Has appropriate and effective foot
movement while standing up to the
stumps

